
LECTURE 1: Introduction to the executive power: Branches of Government 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• Legislature: Parliament (House of Reps and Senate (Cth); Legislative Assembly (Qld)). Makes laws through 
statutes. 

• Executive: Crown, ministerial departments, administrative agencies. Implements laws made by the 
legislature. 

• Judiciary: Courts. Adjudicates on constitutional validity of statutes and whether actions of the executive 
have been carried out lawfully. 

 
The separation of powers 

• The division of government into 3 branches reflects a legal and political principle that has been very 
influential on Australian administrative law – the separation of powers doctrine. 

• Under this doctrine, the work of government can be broken into three distinct tasks and distributed 
amongst different decision-makers and institutions:  

o making law (the legislature)  
o administering the law (the executive)  
o deciding controversy according to law (the courts).  

 
Boilermakers case (R v Kirby; Ex parte Boilermakers Society of Australia (1956) 94 CLR 254):  

• The Metal Trades Employers’ Association sought to enforce a no-strike clause in an award. Court of 
Conciliation + Arbitration made an order requiring the union to comply with the award and a fine for 
contempt after it refused to comply. 

• High Court held (4-3) that the separation of powers doctrine is implied in the text and structure of the 
Constitution and has two key and reciprocal elements. 

 
1. The judicial power of the Commonwealth can only be exercised by the courts established under s 71 

(Ch III Courts). This means that it is not permitted for judicial power or judicial tasks to be granted to non-
judicial bodies or decision-makers. 

2. Chapter III courts established under s 71 can only exercise judicial power. Therefore judicial and non-
judicial power cannot be mixed together in the same tribunal.  

 
• Theoretically this doctrine allows the ‘branches’ of government to keep a ‘check’ on each other.  
• But the absence of a bill of rights in Australia means that the separation of powers also takes on greater 

importance than in comparable jurisdictions.  
• In particular, it is regularly invoked as a means of protecting civil liberties and individual rights to due 

process from the potential exercise of arbitrary power by decision-makers within the executive. 
 
Elements of the executive power  
 

The Crown - several meanings:  
• Monarch 
• Executive arm of government 
• Crown in the right of the Cth (or States …) 

 

Executive Council 

Cabinet 

Ministers 



Governor-General/governor:  
• Crown’s representatives 

Ministerial Departments 

Non-Ministerial Agencies  

 
 
Types of Administrative Agencies  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Types of non-ministerial agencies  

• Service Delivery – (eg Airservices Australia) 
• Independent Regulators – (eg ACCC) 
• Review Agencies – (eg AAT) 
• Independent service providers – (eg Legal Aid Commissions) 
• Local Governments – (eg BCC) 
• GBEs – (eg Aust Govt Solicitor; Aust Postal Corporation and previously Medibank Private Ltd - until Nov 

2014) 
 
Government business enterprises  

• These are entities owned by the state that provide goods and services that are or could be provided by the 
market.  

• GBEs are managed as if they are a business with the state conceived as the shareholder to who the GBE must 
make a profit.  

• Historically, GBEs were set to provide universal services through the state and in many cases it was 
assumed the Australian economy could not support a privately owned service or industry.  

• Since the 1980s many GBEs have been privatized which has reduced the availability of administrative law 
remedies.  

 
 
The context of Administrative Law  
 
Definition and rationale  

• Administrative law establishes, empowers and controls the agencies through which the state operates.  
• It is primarily concerned with challenging government power. 

• It defines the powers of the state and provides some protections for the rights and liberties of citizens.  
•  

The relevance of administrative law  
• Plays an important role in defining the relationship between the state and the citizen.  
• Establishes principles for determining the legality of administrative decision-making. 
• Shapes the type of society we live in and structures our everyday lives.  

 
Important areas of administrative law 
 

• Social security and pension decisions. 
• Environmental and planning decisions. 

• Taxation decisions. 
• Citizenship, immigration and refugee determinations. 
• Decisions about the treatment of prisoners and detainees.  



• FOI applications and statements of reasons for decisions.  
 
 
Administrative law and politics 
 

• Because of its role in defining the relationship between the state and its citizens, and its impact on a wide 
variety of interest groups, administrative law is strongly influenced by political considerations.  

• Courts regularly have to balance conflicts between individual rights and the ‘public interest’ and make 
choices about protecting some interest ahead of others.  

• Courts cannot always avoid engaging in policy-based reasoning in arriving at their decisions.  
• Examples where courts may exercise more deference to executive power and override individual interests 

include: administrative necessity, protection of economic interests, parliamentary supremacy and national 
security.  

 
Traditionally, administrative law scholarship and jurisprudence has been influenced by classical liberal philosophy 
and its emphasis on individual liberty, formal equality and constraints on the exercise of state power.  
 
These philosophical influences coalesce in the principle of the rule of law, which the 19th century English jurist A V 
Dicey described in the following terms:  

• There should be no exercise of arbitrary power and clear restrictions on the exercise of discretion.  
• No one is above the law and all legal subjects are formally equal.  

• Judicial decision-making provides a more effective protection of individual rights.  
 
The classical liberal contribution to administrative law has historically been concerned with placing clear limits on 
the exercise of executive power. 
Paradoxically, it is a tradition, which has also been unduly restrictive about which decision-making entities can be 
reviewed, and it has tended to focus on a narrow range of potential applicants.  
Both these limitations were the subject of legislative reforms in the 1970s and 1980s.  
 
History of Australian administrative law  

• During the early decades of the 20th century, there was a steady expansion of governmental functions, which 
was matched by a political shift from the dominance of classical liberalism to the rise of the social 
democratic state.  

• Following the WWII, there was a steady growth in the ‘welfare state’ and an increase in administrative 
discretion.  

• During the same period there was a loss of effective parliamentary control over the executive.  
• This rise in the power of the administrative state led to demands for greater public access to information 

and new forms of review.  
• In turn, this prompted a series of significant reforms of Australia’s administrative law system.   

 
The new administrative law  

• Courts extended and regularised their own powers of judicial review. 
• State and federal legislation codified judicial review principles. 
• Establishment of non-judicial forms of review (merits review tribunals, Ombudsmen, anti-corruption 

commissions).  
• Introduction of freedom of information legislation and reasons for decisions.  
• Establishment of Administrative Review Council. 

 
• During the past 35 years there has been another significant shift - away from social democratic state 

planning and welfare - and towards a neoliberal model of state power:  
o The adoption of managerial structures of decision-making based on the private sector 
o Reduction of public sector service provision and privatisation of assets  
o Introduction of market mechanisms and user-pays models 
o Reduction in state regulation and state involvement in the economy 

• These changes have opened up new legal challenges and political debates about the role of our system of 
administrative justice. 

 
 
Contemporary problems in administrative justice  
 
Privatisation, contracting out and the neoliberal state 
 
This occurs where an executive department or agency contracts with a private entity to do the tasks that it previously 
performed.  



The effect of contracting out is to replace an individual’s administrative law rights, which they might have been able 
to pursue against a decision-maker within the executive with private law rights between the individual as a consumer 
and the private entity.  
 
Key questions that are generated by the context of privatization and corporatisations:  

• How to regulate private institutions, which effectively exercise ‘public’ power?  
• How to regulate previously public bodies, which have been corporatized or privatized?  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Border security and the ‘war on terror’  
 
The secrecy and the use of ‘public interest immunity’ exemptions to the release of information in relation to 
‘Operation Sovereign Borders’. 
Note the debate last year about the potential infringement of the principles of the rule of law and the separation of 
powers in the Cth govt’s original plans to amend s35 of the Australian Citizenship Act 2007 to give the Immigration 
Minister power to revoke citizenship for involvement with designated terrorist organisations or the commission of a 
range of other offences. 
Privative clauses  
 
Privative or ‘ouster’ clauses are legislative provisions that seek to protect particular administrative actions from 
judicial review.  
Privative clauses are a key site of political controversy between the Commonwealth gov ernment and the courts in the 
area of migration decision-making.  
The Qld government removed prisoners’ right to judicial review in relation to some administrative decisions affecting 
their incarceration through the Corrective Services Act 2006 (Qld).  
Privative clauses  are read very strictly and we will consider how the courts deal with them in week 12.  
 
Reform of Freedom of Information laws 
 
Controversies during the past 15-20 years about increasing use of exemptions to FOI by both Cth and State 
governments.  
Qld legislation in 2009 broadened the public ‘right to information’ (see next week …)  
Former ALP government had proposals for significant reforms to Cth FOI Act.  
There have been recent funding challenges for the Cth Office of the Info Cmr and uncertainty whether this office will 
continue or whether its responsibilities would be transferred to the AAT.  
 
LECTURE 2: Access to Information  
 
History and Traditional Position 
 
Information held by Government should be secret.  
Belief was that Governments needed secrecy to be effective. 
Challenged in the 1960s-1970s be ideas that citizens in a democracy should know what government is up to.  
 
Common law and Secret Government  
 

➢ Public Service Board v Osmond (1986) 159 CLR 656 



o Osmond argued that in order for decisions to be ‘procedurally fair’ government had to provide 
information.  

o HC found that the CL did not require decision makers to provide reasons when making decisions.  
 
Decisions like Osmond have meant that changes to the tradition of secret government have occurred through 
legislation.  
In Australia two legislative based regimes now allow access to information.  

1. Statutory right to reasons for a decision.  
2. Statutory right to government-held information. 

As based in legislation need to consider the Commonwealth legislation and the Queensland legislation properly.  
Focusing on Cth and Qld regimes in this way is an important characteristic of Administrative Law because of the 
strong role played by legislation.  
 
 

 


